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GET THE SCOOP ON THE LATEST GEAR

 oment iPhone
M
Camera System
Step Up Your Mobile Photography!
Review by Michael Corsentino

Kudos to the folks at Moment for a beautifully packaged and
presented iPhone case, trio of lenses, and app eco system. The
Moment case is battery-powered, requiring a CR2032 Lithium
battery. For me, this is a negative. Coin-sized batteries can be
difficult to find, and with as much heft as the Moment case has,
I was expecting a rechargeable solution. You also have to use

The Moment app is a closed eco system meant for use only

the Moment app to turn on and off the case rather than one of

with Moment lenses, which are the heart of the Moment system.

the case’s buttons.

The 10mm macro, 18mm wide-angle, and 60mm telephoto are

Moment’s case facilitates a wireless Bluetooth connection

impressive, robust, well-built, and optically superior glass com-

between it and the iPhone, allowing the multifunction button

pared to the usual offerings for iPhone lenses. Each lens also comes

on the case to be used to activate exposure, focus, and shutter

with a labeled carrying pouch.

control. The app’s GUI is clean and adequate but left me wanting

I love Moment’s sleek black case and genuine wood insert, a

more control. Graphical sliders, one vertical and one horizontal,

nice earthy tip of the hat to Moment’s Pacific Northwest origins.

are invoked by touching the screen. These can be configured to

The case does, however, add considerable weight and bulk to

control numerous attributes in the apps settings; the defaults

the iPhone, which could become a burden over time. A camera

are exposure and manual focus. You can also opt to use the

strap attachment point is included at the bottom of the case—

app’s auto mode. Each slider can only control one variable at a

now that’s cool! ■

time. If you’d like to control another variable, such as Tone Curve
or White Balance, you need to change the slider’s assignment
in settings. This arrangement is less than ideal. With plenty of
unused screen space available, I’d rather have as many controls
at my fingertips as possible.

Company: Moment, Inc. Price: Cases: from $49.99; Lenses: $99.99 each
Rating: ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆
Hot: Superior optics; image quality; strap attachment point
Not: No built-in battery

Smart GPS Sync
Add Location Data to Images
without In-Camera Tagging
Review by Erik Vlietinck

Smart GPS Sync allows you to tag images with geographic data

third mode works in both directions. With it, you obtain geotags

even if you don’t have a GPS or when you’re shooting in loca-

from the nearest shot. Every untagged image will receive loca-

tions with no signal. If you have a smartphone with GPS, you

tion data from the tagged image chronologically closest to it.

can simply make a snapshot close to your shooting location and

To extract location data from those tagged images that have

propagate the GPS coordinates.

been shot at a specific time before or after an untagged one (or
series), you can set a time limit.

photos or latitude and longitude data to any number of photos

Last but not least, you can define tags by manually setting

without GPS tags. The app will write the data to the appropriate

latitude/longitude values. Existing geotags will be overwritten

EXIF field of each photo. You have multiple transmission modes

in this mode, so you need to be careful. Also, if you leave the

to choose from. For example, when a photo containing a GPS

latitude/longitude fields empty, any existing geotags will be

tag has been taken before a series of untagged images, Smart

deleted. The app accepts any data you can copy from Google

GPS Sync will transfer the location data from the first tagged

Maps, Bing Maps, Apple maps, etc. ■

image to the others until it finds another image containing GPS

Company: Picture Instruments

data, then use that data on the next set of images, and repeat
this until it reaches the end of the list.
A second mode lets you tag a series of images shot after a
tagged image. This mode is the opposite of the previous one. The

Price: $25

Rating: ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆ ◆
Hot: Ease of use; logical modes; manual lat./long. entry capability
Not:
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With Smart GPS Sync, you can transfer GPS data from tagged
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